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Mr. and Ms. Mary Jackson
[Material removed]
 
Mr. and Ms. Jackson have been married for 26 yrs. And have 6-children:  Charles 

the oldest died of aids, Maxwell born in 1957, Cindy (Maxwell) (Lived with Carlos 

Hernandz) born in 1959, Housen, born in 1961, Loretta, born in 1963, and john (tiger) 

was a pro football player, born in 1965.  the Jackson’s also raised Loretta’s daughter 

Latanya Glaspy, born in 1984.

 

I explained the purpose of my visit and began asking delicate questions re; ch and cindy 

ms Jackson stopped me and said “we have no love for carlos Hernandez you can say 

whatever you want about him and we won’t be offended”  w that I let the Jackson’s talk 

about daughter Cindy and ch’s time together:

 

Cm met ch while working at the cc public libruary in the early 80’s.  mr Jackson 

suspected cindy had a boyfriend and kidded her about it.  Cindy denied it and mr. Jackson 

kiddly said someday he would catch her with her b/f which he evertually did one day 

when he stopped by cm’s apartment and ch was there.

 

The Jackson’s soon discovered ch was an alcoholic and not responsible.  “all he did was 

drink from morning to night. He never worked and Cindy bought him his beer”.  The 

Jackson’s had words with ch on many occasions.  They told him to get out and work 

to pay his share of the expenses.  As far as the Jackson knew ch worked for 1mo while 
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he was with Cindy. The Jackson’s became increasingly worried about Cindy and her 

relationship with ch and encouraged her to leave ch.  Cindy told them, “someone has to 

take care of him (ch)” 

 

Ch hung around the house in the daytime and drank either at home or a tavern that was 

in walking distance.  Ms Jackson stopped by to see Cindy one morning and was shocked 

at the condition of Cindy’s apt “it was a mess, smelled like stale beer and full of smoke, 

ch was there with his brother Javier. I kicked them both out and told them to never come 

back”.  Ms. Jackson and her son John (Tiger) told ch if he ever harmed Cindy they would 

kill him.  As far as the Jacksons know that is the only reason Cindy was never harmed by 

ch as they knew he fought with his brother Javier and were told of the stabbing ch had 

done to a woman (Dina).  Regarding the Dina stabbing the Jackson’s had been told “the 

women had been cut in the hand”.  I provided them with accurate details of the Dina 

stabbing. The Jackson said they really had never know what ch’s criminal record was.  I 

shared what I knew with them.  I asked if cindy had ever mentioned ch’s involvement 

in crimes he had not been caught for especially murders and they both said know.  Ms. 

Jackson was sure Cindy would have told her if ch had confided in her as she is close to 

Cindy.  About this time granddaughter Latanya walked through the front door carrying 

lunch for the jackson’s.  Ms. Jackson asked Latanya “has Cindy ever said anything to 

you about ch killing anyone?”  Lantanya said she thought Cindy mentioned something 

about ch robbing and killing someone before they started living together.  Ms. Jackson 

questioned her more but that was all she could remember.  

 

We visited some more and I asked Ms. Jackson if she would be willing to ask Cindy 

about ch diclousers to her re; murders.  Ms. Jackson said she had all ready planned to do 

just that w/o my asking.  Ms. Jackson said to check back with her on Thursday the 12 and 

she would have some ans. 

 

I forgot to include in the Jackson interview that they thought ch was sent to prison for 

the last time because of a fight he was in and the police were called to at his home and he 

was arrested
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R. Bruce Whitman 
[Material removed]
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